
A fierce 1:00 PM matchup pinned the high-flying Philadelphia Eagles against the electric Tampa 

Bay Buccaneers. The former was coming off a close home victory in a rematch of the 2017 NFL 

playoffs, while the latter, shocked the world with an offensive performance that was, for lack of 

a better word, magic. Ryan Fitzpatrick, the backup for Jameis Winston, proved once again, he 

deserves the nickname “Fitzmagic”. Coming off a 417-yard performance in which he tossed 4 

touchdowns (against a very good Saints defense nonetheless), Fitzmagic kept his hot streak 

going and lead a potent Buccaneers offense past a stout Philadelphia Eagles defense. The teams 

put up a combined 48 points and although the game seemed to be a blowout early, the Eagles did 

eventually charge back, just enough, to have a chance at the end. The inevitable “lateral the ball 

50 times” play couldn’t cover 90 yards (ended up being a fumble recovered by the Buccaneers). 

The former Super Bowl Champion Eagles suffered their first loss since the Dallas Cowboys in 

week 17 of the 2017 regular season falling to the Buccaneers 27-21. Here are some key points to 

note from the game that impacted both teams today, and possibly down the line: 

 

1. The environment: Most people won’t go outside in extreme heat, let alone strap on 15 

pounds of padding and run around to the point of exhaustion. Temperatures on the field 

soared today. The temperature was only 90 degrees; however, the real feel temperature 

was 102 degrees. Now, strap on the extra weight and the bulky helmet, the temperature 

spikes even more. Heat throws all players out of their rhythm and can also lead to 

increased injuries (which I will touch on later). The heat drains energy from the players 

and adds an extra strain on them. The other factor in the environment is the fans. If you 

still don’t believe the crowd is a major factor, refer to the 12th man in Seattle or a night 

game in Arrowhead for the Chiefs. Home field advantage is a major factor. There were a 

significant number of Eagles fans there, showing again, Eagles fans travel well. It’s a 

shame the team couldn’t deliver a major road victory for them.  

 

2. Injuries, injuries everywhere: Some of the major deterrents for the Eagles were the 

injuries going into the game. When your starting QB and starting WR are both out, 

you’re forced to embrace the “next man up” mentality. Carson Wentz and Alshon Jeffery 

are major keys to the offense and the team will be more than excited to have them back. 

To make matters worse, the injury bug plagued the team during the game as well, and the 

above-mentioned heat was no help, as well. In the first half, the Eagles saw injuries to 

Jason Peters, Jay Ajayi, Mike Wallace, and others. Later in the game on a 4th down 

prayer, Corey Clement and Nelson Agholor collided and were down for a period of time. 

These left holes for the Eagles to fill and the Eagles ultimately were unable to make the 

changes necessary to fix their situation. Good news points towards Wentz being able to 

play, but this Eagles team needs to get healthy quickly.  

 

3. What’s worse than 1st and 30? 2nd and 40 (or 3rd and 41): Penalties negated big plays 

early for the Eagles. Take for example the drive that started with 10:21 in the 1st quarter. 

After completing passes for back to back 1st downs, the Eagles acquired enough penalty 

yards off an illegal crackback block and illegal block above the waist to be faced with a 



depressing 1st and 30. Then, after a tripping penalty, the team was then faced with a 2nd 

and 40. After a negative rush (add insult to injury), the team faced a 3rd and 41. I agree 

with the analyst I was reading at the time: what on Earth (besides the Hail Mary) gets you 

41 yards? The team was then forced to punt, but the penalties cost the Eagles in this 

game. The Eagles finished the day with 6 penalties for 55 yards, but more important were 

the plays they negated (key 1st downs). 

 

4. Fitzpatrick is a backup: Are we sure? After a legendary performance last week, Fitzmagic 

showed last week was no fluke. Fitzpatrick was forced to throw against a very difficult 

Eagles defense that boasts one of the toughest defensive lines in the league. Fitzpatrick 

showed from the start that last week wasn’t a red herring, and on the opening play, 

connected with ex-Eagle Desean Jackson for a 75-yard touchdown strike that left Eagles 

fans stunned. Fitzpatrick was able to throw for 402 yards, 4 touchdowns, and an 

interception. He carved apart the Eagles secondary with big plays to anyone who wanted 

to catch a pass. Desean Jackson, Mike Evans, O.J Howard, and Chris Godwin, all shared 

the wealth of receiving yards and made it look easy. I really thought the defense would 

put up more of a fight than they did. The analyst noted how they were playing a “bend 

not break strategy” and I couldn’t agree more. They played very passive and played off 

the receivers, allowing easier throws over the middle. As far as I’m concerned, Fitzmagic 

has the starting job and it’s his to lose. 

 

5. The Prodigal Son Returns: Carson Wentz will start week 3, but let’s focus on him later. 

Foles didn’t play atrocious, however he didn’t exactly set the world on fire, either. His 

longest play, a 50-yard throw to Agholor, finally allowed the Eagles to have a big passing 

play. Foles seemed to have plenty of time; however, in his extensive scanning, he seemed 

unable to locate an open receiver. Foles finished with 334 yards passing (35/48) and a 

touchdown. He was missing some of the major weapons (Wallace, Jeffery), but the 

offense punted 5 times and just looked dead next to the firepower of the Buccaneers. Per 

news today, Wentz will start week 3 against the Colts. Is this possibly a panic move? 

Most reports I read before kickoff were indicating a possible week 3 return for Wentz, 

however the Eagles wasted no time putting the Colts on warning that Wentz was coming 

for them. I’m still nervous about Carson’s health and I just want him to be 100% ready 

and I hope he is. This game is not more important than the season, or his future. Also, 

what version of Wentz will we see? How much time will it take for him to hit his stride? I 

truly am excited though to see him back. He’s hard to hate, even if you aren’t an Eagles 

fan. He’s a better teammate and friend than he is an athlete. 

 

6. Dallas Goedert: Where was he? The Eagles traded up to snag him, in dramatic fashion 

nonetheless, and for the second straight week he wasn’t heavily involved. He’s a big, tall 

young guy, why isn’t he getting touches? Josh Perkins, instead, had 4 catches for 57 

yards. I don’t believe he is anywhere near as talented as Goedert, and I’m confused why 

he still isn’t carving out a role for himself. If the WR play is going to suffer, the TE game 



must step up. Ertz had a decent day (11 catches for 94 yards), but I still think he can be a 

much bigger factor.  

 

7. Sloppy secondary and weak pass rush: Other than the early Fletcher Cox sack, the 

defensive line seemed to be a non-factor. Last week, the pressure on Matt Ryan was 

crucial in limiting his effectiveness and his ability to develop plays. The defense only had 

8 hits on Fitzpatrick, down from 15 against the Falcons week 1. The secondary did not 

have a good day by any stretch. Jalen Mills got burned early and often, and the rest of the 

secondary were not impressive either. The play that highlighted their ineffectiveness was 

clearly the first play when Desean Jackson waltzed down the field and made the Eagles 

secondary look silly as he scored easily on his 75-yard touchdown run. The Eagles will 

need to correct their mistakes when they watch film. 

 

8. Will the Eagles be getting another toy at WR: There are plenty of good options out there 

to sign including Dez Bryant. Will the Eagles pull the trigger and get a big addition to 

their offense? I say surprisingly, no. I think the talent the Eagles have is plenty, it just 

must be used in the correct way. The only talent at WR the team lost this off season is 

Torrey Smith, who isn’t exactly the WR1 I hoped him to be. The Eagles just need to 

internally figure out how to make the offense work. I think it may have some to do with 

Super Bowl hangover, but it’s also due to regular team movement, as well. Adding a WR 

would further change the team dynamic and would take that player a while to adjust to 

the system. I think the offense has enough talent to get the job done. If Wallace is out for 

the season, the Eagles will need to find a replacement, however I think the team just 

needs to relax and find their groove. A deep ball threat who wouldn’t be expensive would 

be the only major tool the Eagles should pursue. There are mentioned weapons who are 

being underused (Goedert) and if the offense establishes itself, this team will be plenty 

scary. 

 

9. It’s a new season: Sadly, we haven’t won this year’s Super Bowl (hopefully yet). I think 

most fans (including myself) need to take a step back and realize this is a good 

Buccaneers team and a good test for the defense. Nothing will come easy this season; it’s 

going to take 110% effort this year and anything less will result in no repeat. The offense 

has the firepower and the defense has the talent, but it isn’t going to come easy. I think 

these 2 games have been a pretty good wake up call. This team has flaws and teams are 

starting to figure them out. This team needs to come together as a unit, address their 

problems, and work together to eliminate them. Since Wentz has come in, there has been 

a complete culture change and it’s hard to ignore it. The team is forming an identity and 

that identity is unique to each season. I can’t wait to see what this seasons identity will 

be. 

 

 

 



The Eagles come home to play an Andrew Luck led Colts who just defeated a familiar NFC East 

foe Washington Redskins 21-9. This is another team that could steal a win if the Eagles aren’t 

ready for the challenge. Luck is having success with his TE’s and has a playmaker in TY Hilton. 

The Eagles better stay alert if they want to emerge victorious, but I believe they will make the 

necessary adjustments needed to win this game.  
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